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a b s t r a c t
Ecosystem service approaches have become a prominent basis for planning and management. Cultural services
and non-use values are included in all major typologies and present some of the most compelling reasons for
conserving ecosystems, though many barriers exist to their explicit characterization. The values that conform
least well to economic assumptions—variously lumped together with/as cultural services—have proven elusive
in part because valuation is complicated by the properties of intangibility and incommensurability, which has
in turn led to their exclusion from economic valuation. We argue that the effectiveness of the ecosystem services
framework in decision-making is thwarted by (i) conﬂation of services, values, and beneﬁts, and (ii) failure to
appropriately treat diverse kinds of values. We address this challenge by (1) distinguishing eight dimensions
of values, which have implications for appropriate valuation and decision-making; (2) demonstrating the interconnected nature of beneﬁts and services, and so the ubiquity of intangible values; (3) discussing the implications of these propositions for ecosystem-services research; and (4) outlining brieﬂy a research agenda to
enable decision-making that is ecologically appropriate and socially just. Because many ecosystem services
(co-)produce ‘cultural’ beneﬁts, full characterization of services must address non-material values through
methods from diverse social sciences.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, the concept of ecosystem services (ES) has gained
widespread attention as one fruitful approach for integrating into
decision-making ecosystem-related values often heretofore dismissed
as externalities. As the provision of direct and indirect beneﬁts to people
from ecosystems (building upon Daily, 1997; Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, 2005), ES as a framework has provided an approach to
bridge the gap between ecology and economics, and thus the approach
to date primarily represents these two perspectives. Speciﬁcally,
economic valuation techniques are used to assign a value to ecosystem
components and functions (see Fig. 1.3 in National Research Council,
U.S., 2005). By expressing ecosystem values in this manner, conservation scientists have added a compelling new tool for ‘internalizing’ the
worth of ecosystems and conveying this to a broad audience, including
many land managers and policymakers.
Integrating ecological and economic approaches has been an important area for advancement in ES research (Turner and Daily, 2008), and
this integration has contributed to policy development, most notably
with payment for ecosystem services programs (Eigenraam et al.,
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2007; Engel et al., 2008; Juniper, 2011; Muñoz-Piña et al., 2008;
Turpie et al., 2008). But approaches of this kind cannot or have yet to encompass all dimensions of value, thus many important considerations
remain marginalized within ES research and practice. To ecologists, economic valuation brought the ability to express some of the values of
ecosystems in metrics (dollars) that have meaning to publics, policymakers and decision contexts. While this inclusion of economic values
was likely fuelled by a desire to valorize ecosystems—a desire stemming
from the perceived intrinsic values of nature (Satterﬁeld and Kalof,
2005), one could argue that in their efforts to include economics, ecologists adopted an essentially economic worldview. In so doing, they may
have simultaneously closed the door to other social perspectives—those
more fully representative of the vicissitudes of human behavior and the
less tangible social and ethical concerns to be outlined more fully below.
The objective of this paper is to better integrate a broader set of
social perspectives and valuation techniques into the ecosystem
services framework, to enable a fuller characterization and representation of diverse ecosystem values in research and practice, while being
mindful of the challenges of doing so. Some values do not ﬁt naturally
within an ES approach, and we do not seek such global inclusion; rather,
we seek an ES approach that provides appropriate space for ill-ﬁtting
values such that important cultural and moral values are not dismissed
as hidden externalities. Our hope is that such a broader consideration of
cultural values will facilitate appropriate treatment of diverse stakeholders and perspectives, such that ES application avoids the claims of
cultural insensitivity that have plagued biological conservation.
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1.1. Treatment of Cultural and Non-use Values
Cultural and ‘non-use’ values are included with ecosystem services
in all prominent typologies (Costanza et al., 1997; Daily et al., 1997;
de Groot et al., 2002; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005), but
in practice they have received little attention in the growing body of
empirical ecosystem services research. Insofar as they have been quantiﬁed, cultural ES have generally been valued in purely economic terms
(e.g., Chiesura and de Groot, 2003; Martín-López et al., 2007, 2009),
which cannot reﬂect the full extent of their differences from other
ecosystem services. While these intangible values have been described
elegantly through poetry and prose (e.g., Satterﬁeld and Slovic, 2004),
these descriptions are neither expressions of how these values are
produced (as in an ecological production function), nor are they
commensurate with an ES framework.
In this paper, we argue that the effectiveness of the ES framework in
decision-making is thwarted by (i) the conﬂation of services, values,
and beneﬁts, and (ii) the failure to recognize the importance of different
kinds of values for valuation and decision-making, particularly with
regard to cultural ES. We thus begin by reviewing and proposing a
new deﬁnition for cultural ES. Our aim is to highlight in particular
services said to be intangible and/or incommensurable and as such sidelined by the ES framework. We then propose categories of relevant
values, beneﬁts, and services that clarify differences and connections
between these conﬂated terms. We discuss the implications of these
above clariﬁcations for efforts to characterize and valuate ES. Combined,
our overarching goal is to enhance awareness of the diversity of values
that are integral to the ES framework—and ecosystem-based decisionmaking generally—and so motivate meaningful change in the representation and analysis of how human well-being may change alongside
ecological change.
ES have been deﬁned in reference to their material or non-material
values, with material values considered in relation to provisioning,
regulating, and supporting services, whereas non-material values and/
or beneﬁts have been associated with cultural services. Costanza et al.
(1997) deﬁned cultural values-cum-services as “aesthetic, artistic,
educational, spiritual and/or scientiﬁc values of ecosystems” (p. 254).
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005, p. 894) expanded this
deﬁnition to include the “non-material beneﬁts people obtain from
ecosystems through spiritual enrichment, cognitive development,
reﬂection, recreation, and aesthetic experience, including, e.g., knowledge systems, social relations, and aesthetic values”. Costanza et al.
(1997) deﬁne cultural ES as values, while the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2005) deﬁnes services as beneﬁts; similarly de Groot et
al. (2005) include a diverse set of things in their list of categories of services: beneﬁts, services, values, and activities. In the interest of conceptual clarity, we suggest distinguishing between these diverse things:
services are the production of beneﬁts (where beneﬁts may take the
form of activities), which are of value to people (see deﬁnitions for
these terms below). Accordingly, we deﬁne cultural services inclusively
as ecosystems' contributions to the non-material beneﬁts (e.g., capabilities
and experiences) that arise from human–ecosystem relationships.
We recognize that such a broad deﬁnition might overlap with other
categories of services (provisioning, supporting, regulating) (MA, 2005)
and so lead to concerns of double-counting. But double-counting is only
problematic if these four master categories are used for accounting
purposes—i.e., to parcel independent services, whose values are then
aggregated to obtain a total economic value. The summation of values
across master categories is neither the only purpose for those categories
nor good accounting in any case, given that supporting services provide
value to people only through other (ﬁnal) services. Accordingly, we
distance ourselves in this paper from this accounting purpose for the
master categories and argue for descriptive master categories, such
that any service might be a constituent of multiple categories (e.g.,
both provisioning and cultural; see examples below). Our primary
purpose here is to achieve more appropriate consideration of the
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various relevant values associated with ecosystems and environmental
management.
1.2. Why Intangible Services Matter and Why They Present Challenges
As long as non-use, intangible, and cultural values are relegated to
an after-thought or poorly represented by ill-suited value metrics, an
ES approach will continue to be critiqued by many: ecologists and
others perceiving intrinsic or other “higher” values in nature (e.g.,
Ludwig, 2000; McCauley, 2006; Redford and Adams, 2009; Rees,
1998); philosophers and others concerned with inappropriate assumptions of substitutability (e.g., Gowdy, 2001) and with diverse kinds of
values (e.g., Norgaard, 2010; Norton and Noonan, 2007; Randall,
2002); and critical theorists concerned with the privatization and commodiﬁcation of nature (Robertson, 2004). This rich ideological fodder
fuels spirited discourse in academic and researcher communities and
challenges decision-makers and practitioners to achieve an optimal
balance of outcomes that may be at cross-purposes. As one example of
striving for balance, Neil Hannahs is responsible for a 142,000-hectare
endowment for a private school that strives to improve the capabilities
and well-being of people of Hawaiian ancestry. Conventional ﬁduciary
principles support utilization of the endowment to generate ﬁnancial
resources to fund school operations, but land uses that develop desired
cash ﬂow may displace beneﬁciaries from traditional homelands,
undermine sense of place, jeopardize cultural practices, or weaken
worldview or spiritual foundations.
To some, these other values are “where we really get at well-being”
(Neil Hannahs, personal communication), a stark contradiction to
neoclassical assumptions that economic values appropriately represent
preference and well-being (see also King and Roth, 2006).
The critique that important value content has been sidelined in ES
research and practice pertains primarily to representation and the
measurement of value. From an ES perspective, it appears that the desire to ‘solve’ these questions is a function of necessity—everything
must somehow ‘ﬁt’ into an ES framework so that all that matters can
be treated equally, and thereafter be compared and traded off against
one another as more or less important, more or less ‘valued’ or more
or less subject to protection, loss, or gain. And yet, the notion that all
values are or should be subject to these rules is contested. In particular,
many have argued that some classes of value are incommensurate and
not (by this logic) amenable to tradeoffs in analytical frameworks such
as cost–beneﬁt or risk assessment (e.g., Brosius, 2010; Satterﬁeld and
Roberts, 2008). This occurs for several (not mutually exclusive) reasons:
e.g., because some values (a) are central elements of worldviews, and so
to lose or ignore these is to risk all basis for meaning and value; (b) need
to be examined discursively before they can be traded off; (c) are a
function of experience and so difﬁcult to articulate.
The ﬁrst point is that some kinds of values are regarded as incommensurate because people reject outright the very possibility of tradeoffs—at least initially (‘protected’ or sacred values—Baron and Spranca,
1997; Tetlock, 2003). In such cases, efforts to determine appropriate tradeoffs break down because the posed options trigger participants to
believe they must sacriﬁce a deeply held principle in order to participate
in any negotiation or decision process (Atran et al., 2007). That the
value is ‘incommensurate’ with other values (a hallmark of protected
values) is secondary; the central problem is that an act or management
choice may be seen as violating an inviolable principle and thus any
measurement or negotiation stalls.
A related point is that many values or properties of a material ‘thing’
can also have intangible qualities that are as or more important, and
which are deemed central to identity to a self-deﬁned population or
recognized cultural group. In New Zealand, for example, the properties/values known as ‘mauri’ and ‘whakapapa’ fundamentally challenged that country's risk regulatory agency as both values were said
to be transgressed by the creation of genetically modiﬁed organisms
(GMOs) (Roberts et al., 2004; Satterﬁeld and Roberts, 2008). Mauri is
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that which is said to endow things with their own special characters or
natures, thus making it “possible for everything to move and live in accordance with the conditions and limits of its existence” (Barlow, 1991,
p. 83); whereas whakapapa is a principle/property of genealogy fundamental to conceptualizations of ancestry and identity. Whakapapa is
the basis through which one locates oneself or other beings in the larger
human and non-human world across time and space. Through that
location one comes to know one's purpose (also inscribed by mauri),
ontological history, and hence the place of oneself and all other entities
(human and nonhuman) in the larger order of things, including
ecosystem-like conﬁgurations of the natural and social world. Despite
the fundamental meaning and importance of mauri and whakapapa,
the regulator (The Environmental Risk Management Authority)
expected these values to be weighed or converted to probabilities of
material harm given their transgression. Few if any including many
Maori scholars were willing to engage in this line of questioning,
because a focus on measurable effects fundamentally altered a metaphysical worldview about the potency and vitalism of all things
(Henare, 2001), to a value measurement script of an untenable kind
(Satterﬁeld and Roberts, 2008). To ﬁt economic assumptions, one
might be tempted to ask—e.g., as in contingent valuation—what individuals are willing to pay to maintain mauri and whakapapa. But it is
unlikely a person would put a monetary value on the very values
through which the ontological importance of all things is understood.
The second point is that some kinds of values cannot be traded off
without negotiation. Often this occurs when moral principles are
involved, such as equity and sovereignty. In such cases, the person or
persons affected may not hold the principle as sacrosanct, but they
feel the need to be involved in the trading-off. Restitution is one example: one commonly accepted principle of fair compensation is that the
affected party should be involved in determining the terms. This
moral principle is reﬂected in legal requirements, e.g., those pertaining
to First Nations treaty and title settlements in Canada (Chan and
Satterﬁeld, 2007; Gregory et al., 2008).
The problem that some things are not amenable to valuation for tradeoffs has arisen most prominently in critiques of contingent valuation.
Valuation studies of nonmarket goods through stated willingness-topay (e.g., improvement of the status of an environmental amenity) have
revealed that, for example, assigned dollar values can be rooted in
moral not monetary worth (Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992). As such, the
problem of understanding the value at hand may be better served by
democratically debating what “we” as a society want (i.e., the social
good), in lieu of the aggregated personal (“I want”) preferences of individuals (Sagoff, 1998, 2004). Paraphrasing and then citing, verbatim, Sagoff
(2004, p. 13–14): A democratic or political compromise … responds to
all manner of reasons; an economic tradeoff, in contrast, weighs preference or worth. “Political compromises may be said to be legitimate insofar
as they emerge from democratic processes structured to ensure that all
sides get a fair hearing. Economic tradeoffs, in contrast, may take place
between strangers who make exchanges in a market.”
Third, some kinds of values cannot be appreciated without being
experienced. “You had to be there,” is a colloquial indication of such
value, signaling that no available representation of an event could
capture the way the event made a person feel. An obvious category of
values here is transformative values, the value of a thing for the way it
changes how we think (Norton, 1987). A person cannot sum up the
importance of a story to her with a number, and she often cannot relate
the relevance of the story for a given problem without telling the story.
This recognition of the importance of experience has motivated many
scientists to turn to literature in their attempt to express the values
they derive from nature (Satterﬁeld and Slovic, 2004), and narration
itself can help lay people articulate a broad range of environmental
values (Satterﬁeld, 2001). If there are important transformative values
associated with a site, associated narratives generally need to be told
and heard in order for the values to be appreciated, as the transformation is personal.

In addition to the problems posed by the above three kinds of incommensurability, the incorporation of cultural services into an ES
framework is confounded by the frequent conﬂation of values, beneﬁts,
and services—which in this context must be distinguished for two
reasons (discussed in Chan et al., 2011). Beneﬁts, as valued goods and
experiences, are the level at which people can most easily relate ecosystems to themselves. Services, as the ecosystem processes underpinning
beneﬁts, are the level at which ecosystem properties and dynamics
might be considered in planning and management. Values are the
preferences, principles and virtues that we (up)hold as individuals or
groups. Unlike the categorization of services and beneﬁts (see Supporting Online Information for a description of nine prominent categories of
cultural beneﬁts), values can differ in kind across any of eight (or more)
dimensions, with ramiﬁcations for appropriate valuation.
2. Dimensions of Values for Environmental Decision-making
The broad term ‘value’ can refer to both underlying ideals (held
values, such as bravery, fairness, happiness) and also the relative importance of things (assigned values, such as monetary values of goods)
(Brown, 1984). As others have argued persuasively, empirical valuations can only be explained by recognizing disjunctions between valuation methods employed and the respective kinds of value at play
(Brown, 1984; Lockwood, 1998; Sagoff, 1998). For example, longstanding debates about the validity of willingness to pay/accept (WTP/WTA)
methods for environmental goods stem partly from a mixing of diverse
kinds of values in a single valuation method. Whereas researchers must
assume that an individual expresses such values based on the beneﬁts
(consequences) that the object of valuation has for her, social scientists
have documented clearly that such responses also reﬂect a willingness
to contribute to a moral cause (Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992)—and
thus are measures not of individual preference but an index of support
for a morally right or just society (Sagoff, 1998). The dollar metric
‘index’ can thus be insensitive to scale because survey participants
ﬁnd the question inappropriate, or they do not distinguish scope and
so, for example, the dollar amount promised for one improvement is
the same as that for ﬁve. The dollar amount provided is thereby a
proxy for a donation to the social good and not an expression of market
value per se.
In order to inform management and policy, we consider together all
manner of personal and moral notions that contribute to a person's judgment of right and wrong, but we distinguish those dimensions especially
pertinent for considering appropriate venues for value expression and
decision-making. Not all values pertain to the importance of beneﬁts
from ES, but all are important to the broader context of environmental
decision-making. Note that we consider values to be one way to understand and represent what matters to people, and not a set of entities
that exist ‘out there’. Accordingly, while the typology below caricatures
binaries (or triads) across the eight dimensions of value, we recognize
that any instantiation of value—e.g., a person's motivation for conservation—will be a complex mixture of value-types and not cleanly just one
part of any binary (e.g., not just for oneself or others, but both intertwined). For philosophers, representing such disparate notions on the
same spectrum risks conﬂating fundamentally unlike things, whereas
for most people such distinctions are semantic constructions resulting
from ad hoc dissection of a single set of judgments. Our pragmatic approach involves walking a purposeful middle road between these two
perspectives in order to inform research for practice.
2.1. Preferences vs. Principles vs. Virtues
One dimension of value follows a division of ethical theories
between principle-based (deontological) and preference-based (teleological/consequentialist) (March, 1994; Sagoff, 1996, 1998, 2000;
Spash, 2000), to which we recognize a third category of virtue-based
values (Dean Moore and Russell, 2009; O'Neill et al., 2007). Whereas
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principles generally pertain to characteristics of an action or decision
(the means), preferences pertain to the consequences of an action
(the ends), and virtues pertain to the actor(s).
Under some circumstances, a person's preferences may be affected
by her principles or virtues (ideas of right actions or right people),
and the principles a person adopts and maintains may stem partly
from her virtues: the kind of person we believe we should be (e.g., honest) can inform the kinds of principles we uphold (e.g., truth-telling),
which can affect how much we desire a thing (e.g., a product marketed
dishonestly). This relationship between preferences and principles has
implications for resulting valuations: one should expect frequent nonadditivity, non-transitivity, and rapid changes in preferences including
willingness to pay (WTP). For example, if a conscientious consumer
ﬁnds out that a “green” product contains a notorious persistent organic
pollutant, her willingness to pay for the product may drop dramatically
because of perceptions of false advertising and the virtues of honesty.
Cialdini (2007) documents many instances in which consumers'
willingness to buy products is inﬂuenced in consistent ways by appealing inconspicuously to principles such as reciprocity via corporate
charity donations.
Furthermore, although principles and virtues generally do not
pertain directly to the products of ecosystem services (rather, indirectly
through preferences), they may be critical to the success or failure of
plans or projects. For example, principle- and virtue-based values may
be at the heart of many of the problematic kinds of incommensurability
discussed above. Accordingly, environmental researchers and decisionmakers ignore principles and virtues at their peril.
2.2. Market-mediated vs. Non-market-mediated
Another fundamental distinction is between values mediated
through the market (in most cases, through money) and those that
are independent of markets. Our market/non-market value dichotomy
differs from the market/non-market valuation dichotomy of economics.
In economics, valuation of a good/service is ‘non-market’ if the good/
service is not directly transacted in markets, even if valuation relies
upon the thing's contributions to market-transacted goods/services;
all revealed-preference methods operate this way (e.g., hedonic
valuation, travel–cost method). By our terminology, such revealedpreference ‘non-market’ valuation would provide measures of supporting/instrumental market-mediated value: at stake, but indirectly, is a
gain/loss of money (see Section 2.6). Money has a particular kind of
meaning because its value is independent of the things bought/sold.
The market-mediation of value has two other implications for
valuation. First, if the ﬁnal beneﬁts in question are mediated through
markets, people have experience expressing willingness to pay/accept;
this experience neutralizes one of the fundamental critiques of WTP/
WTA as a measure of value.
Second, beneﬁts mediated through markets with middle-men are
almost certain to be thought of—and valued—in largely instrumental
terms. As a thing becomes such a commodity, the special (sometimes
unique) value of the thing based on its embodied labor and meaning,
meaning associated with the transaction itself, etc., may be lost. Consider the kinds of values that tend to accompany things made and gifted by
the producer at one extreme, through things sold by the producer (e.g.,
at a farmers' or craft market), to those sold in major retail chains. The
value of the latter market-mediated things is more likely to be represented well by monetary values alone (monetary values are more likely
to be an appropriate estimate of a thing's true value to a person).
The nature of a particular good or service can change fundamentally
depending on whether it could be traded in markets—even if the particular item is not traded—as exempliﬁed by West (2006) in her discussion
of Papua New Guinean net-bags. These net-bags were once key objects
of social exchange in the form of hand-made expressions of love,
reciprocity, etc. When they instead became commodities for sale in
markets, unexpected social consequences followed. Women (the
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producers) became viewed as labor inputs in production; this in turn
triggered increases in bride prices and the expectation that net-bags
could and should be produced more quickly. The value of both
(‘women’ and ‘bags’) were thus altered greatly, with consequences for
social interactions.
2.3. Self-oriented vs. Other-oriented
It is important to distinguish between concern for oneself vs. for
others, as this raises an important question of constituency (“the individual or group that the valuator is representing when making the
valuation”). Valuation should represent all who have a legitimate
stake in the resulting decision; and economists generally prefer
self-oriented valuation by each legitimate stakeholder to otheroriented valuation. The unfortunate byproduct of such practice is that
the perspectives of some who cannot express valuations are largely
ignored (including future people and non-human organisms). Future
people generally are assumed to have the same preferences as existing
people: although important differences are likely, they cannot easily be
anticipated. In contrast, non-human organisms frequently are assumed
to be of no intrinsic moral worth (so not deserving consideration), an
assumption that many—including Chan (2011)—have challenged.
2.4. Individual vs. Holistic/group
Values can be held at the level of individuals or groups, and most
valuation methods are clearly oriented towards one kind such that the
other kind is suppressed (Brown, 1984; Wilson and Howarth, 2002).
For example, Sagoff's (1998) ‘citizen preferences’ are determined largely by an individual's idea of what constitutes a good society, which
might explain Sagoff's preference for deliberative and discursive
group approaches: we infer that he considers such ideas to be group
values in that they are formed and articulated most appropriately in
groups. While group values are often conﬂated with principles/deontological values, we postulate that both principles and preferences can
pertain to both individuals and groups. Cultural integrity and continuity
are examples of values whose importance is determined largely at the
level of groups (as in the Maori example above); for such values, valuation exclusively by individuals seems inappropriate.
2.5. Experiential vs. Metaphysical
Objects can be valued not only for contributions to valued experiences, but also—simultaneously and sometimes inseparably—for their
existence, independent of experience (Krutilla, 1967). The classic existence value is the expressed preference of donors to conservation organizations, who seek to protect wildlife or patches of wilderness without
any expectation of future experience (Krutilla, 1967). Such metaphysical values can be self-oriented (existence value) or other-oriented
(e.g., bequest value), and they can be based in virtues, principles, or
preferences. Attention to this dimension of value can help resolve
appropriate constituencies of valuation: because of the experience
requirement, experiential values generally incur much narrower
constituencies than metaphysical ones (only people who visit a park
will beneﬁt from experiential enjoyment, but many might beneﬁt
metaphysically).
2.6. Supporting vs. Final (Instrumental vs. Inherent)
Some values of things stem from the manner in which they help to
produce other things; other values are inherent in that they are desired
ends in themselves. The former are supporting or instrumental values,
while the latter are ﬁnal/terminal or inherent values (Brown, 1984).
This distinction has been a prominent feature of ecosystem services
categorizations (Boyd and Banzhaf, 2007; Daily, 1997; de Groot et al.,
2002; MA, 2005), because it provides crucial information to
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characterize interactions between ecosystem components or functions,
and resulting goods and services. Understanding such interactions is
essential to avoid double-counting.
A special case of instrumental value is monetary value: the value of a
thing to a person derived from the possibility of garnering money from
the thing. Money is an instrument for achieving other things; thus
insofar as a thing yields money for people it provides instrumental
value (but not necessarily only that).
An implication of this distinction is that instrumental values are
frequently fungible (substitutable), in the sense that other things may
also help people achieve the desired end. The substitutability of a
thing to a person is a function of his/her capabilities, access to other
resources and other forms of capital, etc. If ES research intends to
contribute to an understanding of well-being through monetary values,
it must account for this heterogeneous value of a dollar (Chan et al.,
2011).
2.7. Transformative vs. Non-transformative
A thing or process can be valuable for its contribution to a transformation in values and perspectives (Norton, 1987), or it can be valuable
in reference to unchanging values and perspectives. A thing or experience seen to have high transformative value might be seen as worthless
under the prevailing value set; this poses considerable problems for
economic valuation methods, which assume that values are preexisting and unchanging. Considerable evidence suggests that most
people do not have pre-existing preferences (e.g., that might be represented by monetary valuations), particularly for ‘environmental amenities’ such as clean air or water (Gregory et al., 1993). To the extent that
powerful experiences can change the way we view the world and
designate importance (many environmental leaders cite the power of
such pivotal experiences in motivating their own paths—Mowat,
1990), valuation methods that assume constancy of preferences will
be inappropriate in cases where decisions at hand may impact opportunities for such experiences.
2.8. Anthropocentric vs. Biocentric
Values may be held by human beings (anthropocentric) or—
arguably—by non-human organisms (biocentric, ‘intrinsic’).1 Ecosystem services are deﬁned as the provision of things/conditions of anthropocentric value, but it is crucial to recognize that biocentric values such
as the perceived intrinsic value of biodiversity may underlie many
efforts to value ecosystem services (Chan et al., 2007) as well as resistance to such efforts (e.g., McCauley, 2006; Rees, 1998). Only the
metaphorical shadow of these biocentric values can be captured as
ecosystem services, e.g., in the form of existence and bequest values.
These eight dimensions of values—and their implications for valuation practice—have special signiﬁcance in light of the deep, pervasive,
and variable connections between diverse services, beneﬁts and values.
Because there are few cases in which a given service provides a single
kind of beneﬁt, of value for only one kind of reason, there are few
contexts in which services can be valuated comprehensively using just
one method.
3. The Interconnected Nature of Services, Beneﬁts, and Values
Many services produce many beneﬁts, which may be important for
many kinds of reasons. Virtually all services that have been considered
material services suitable for purely monetary valuation (most
provisioning, regulating, and supporting services) have crucial
non-material dimensions. This may be for two reasons. First, a service
may be intimately connected to a non-material beneﬁt (e.g., because
1
Values may even represent other entities, such as mountains, but here we consider
only living beings.

beneﬁting materially from a market good requires that someone obtain
that good, which generally entails employment, physical activity, and/
or other non-material beneﬁts). Second, even material beneﬁts may relate to various kinds of values (e.g., produce from a farmers' market—a
market good—may be connected to inspiration, social capital and
cohesion, and other categories of beneﬁts, such that individual
self-oriented monetary valuation may incompletely represent value to
people) (Fig. 1). This is in contrast to conventional economic
approaches to ES, where it is often desirable to compartmentalize
services such that each service only provides one kind of beneﬁt
(Kareiva et al., 2011)—a simpliﬁcation that will be enlightening in
some contexts and obfuscating in others.
3.1. The Ubiquitous Need to Consider Intangible Dimensions
Without considering intangible dimensions, management or policy
actions that might seem highly desirable for a natural resource may
actually hide aspects that suggest a more complicated situation. Consider the example of ﬁsheries management, by which a switch to individual tradable quotas (ITQs) is advocated as providing an improved
strategy for protecting the resource base and enabling a sustainable
high catch (Ostrom, 2009). By the logic of disaggregate services, this
might seem entirely positive (and indeed, there are many positive
aspects to ITQs; our discussion here is intended solely to highlight the
interconnectedness of services and beneﬁts).
The provision of ﬁsh for commercial harvest is simultaneously a provision of employment. Jobs play a central role in politics, above and beyond
summary measures of economic output, suggesting strongly that the
value of a job to a person transcends its contribution to the overall economy. This is especially true for the kinds of jobs that form the backbone of
communities, which ﬁshing does for many coastal communities. ITQs had
the effect of consolidating ownership in Canada, which contributed to
changes in the nature of employment (Davis, 1996; Pinkerton, 1989). Accordingly, what might appear to be simply a change in distribution of beneﬁts in the form of market goods can be for some individuals and
communities a devastating loss of many categories of beneﬁts (virtually
all those in Fig. 1), which pertain to richly diverse kinds of values. For instance, in some communities such as the Nuxalk First Nation of British Columbia (B.C.), the aforementioned shift in employment simultaneously
triggered a loss of subsistence activities because the First Nation-allotted
‘food’ ﬁshery depended critically on the commercial ﬁshery for boats,
gas, and cash (many ﬁshermen previously caught their subsistence allotment, and that of friends and family, while catching their commercial
quota) (Burke, 2010). And this loss of subsistence activities itself entailed
a loss of beneﬁts associated with appreciation of place (because many
places are no longer visited), heritage, social capital and cohesion, and virtually every category of beneﬁt in Fig. 1 (and Supporting Online Information). Common valuation practices relying heavily on market valuation
might fail to identify any of these intangible values and suggest only beneﬁts of ITQs, missing entirely the accompanying suite of social and cultural
impacts.
To some lay people, these connections between various services,
beneﬁts, and values are obvious. A Kyuquot–Checleset elder (of the
northwest coast of Vancouver Island, B.C.), described to one of the
authors (pers. comm.) the loss of ﬁshing opportunities as causing a
loss of knowledge and cultural identity in the community's youth,
which she seemed to attribute to a lack of transformative experiences,
all of which were entangled with both self- and other-oriented, group
and individual values. Moreover, people may intentionally make use
of service–beneﬁt–value connections to achieve desired ends. For
example, a Kyuquot–Checleset ﬁsherman (pers. comm.) suggested the
decline of local Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) as triggering loss of inspiration and spiritual beneﬁts because ﬁshing less animated and abundant species no longer captured boys' interest. They
(ﬁshermen) had begun to rely on black bass (Sebastes melanops) ﬁshing
to provide the transformative experiences to get boys hooked on
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Fig. 1. The suggested use of the typologies of ecosystem services and values (reprinted with modiﬁcations from Chan et al., 2011): identify the relevant categories of ecosystem-derived
beneﬁts and services; connect the services and beneﬁts, based on local expertise and/or participation; connect the beneﬁts to kinds of values; use the kinds of values at stake to inform
choice and application of valuation and decision-making methods—to ensure appropriate representation of the full range of relevant values and to avoid double-counting. The particular
categories of services and beneﬁts are only one example (categories are context-dependent—see text), and the arrows linking subsistence to categories of values are just one example of a
mapping of one service onto beneﬁts (other mappings are certainly possible). Note that the service names are shorthand (e.g., it should be “provision of market-mediated goods”), and that
individual services like ‘subsistence’ do not ﬁt cleanly within a single master category.

ﬁshing, because black bass is one of very few species sufﬁcient to
provide the necessary thrill.
4. Non-use and Cultural Values as Ecosystem Services
In our proposed typology, many services produce multiple beneﬁts,
and the value of a service depends on the marginal value of changes in
the various beneﬁts it provides. Each of the associated beneﬁts might
simultaneously change through various other processes, which renders
the independent valuation of several services problematic.
It may seem counterproductive to deﬁne services in such a way, but
the interdependency of beneﬁts is a reality (Klain, 2010), so deﬁning
services differently (e.g., as what we term beneﬁts) will not solve the
problem for valuation. Accordingly, comprehensive valuation of
changes to ecosystems will rarely be easy or straightforward. Our
explicit recognition of this interdependency is intended to foster understanding and appropriate treatment (see also an associated chapter
with greater detail on methods and spatial modeling—Chan et al.,
2011). Spiritual, inspiration, and place values are not products of single
kinds of experiences; rather these values are products of all manner of
experiences associated with ecosystems (including metaphysical
contemplation of organisms, processes, and sites). Valuation exercises
must account for these multiple beneﬁts and their interdependencies,
in part by avoiding double-counting. We and colleagues discuss these
issues at length, including the implications for valuation, which will
generally be more successful if more inclusive (i.e., of a range of services
simultaneously) (Chan et al., 2011).
5. Implications for ES Research
If ES researchers hope to foster ecosystem decision-making that
appropriately addresses all manner of important values, they must
employ a broader range of social-science tools and methods than the

current economic ones. In the pursuit of analytical tractability, economics researchers have focused principally on measurement and modeling,
making assumptions that enable real-world application and generality
(such as substitutability of resources). Such an approach is both defensible and of fundamental importance to improved environmental
decision-making. The problem arises when a decision-making framework from economics is touted as complete, because values that ﬁt
poorly get left out or distorted. To represent ill-ﬁtting values in economic terms produces numerous undesirable risks, including suggesting
that all such values—including the sacred—are for sale (Spash, 2008b).
Anthropologists, sociologists, ethicists, etc., endeavor to represent a fuller set of values, even if that representation is a site-speciﬁc description
that cannot be generalized. Although adopting approaches from these
other schools will make analysis ‘messier’ and less generalizable, it is a
necessary route to a decision-making framework comprehensive in
values (Fig. 2).
Of course an ES analysis will rarely if ever determine any particular
decision alone, so a worthy question is whether ES researchers should
bother seeking a comprehensive analytical framework that includes
ill-ﬁtting values. One might instead assume that political processes
will ensure that such values will be properly considered in decisionmaking, as through a systematic democratic process or small-‘p’ politics
(the ubiquitous jockeying to achieve goals through social power and
inﬂuence). While understandable, we posit that such an approach
yields four risks: (1) the attractiveness of a pre-packaged (e.g., cost–
beneﬁt) analysis might lead to important values being left out entirely;
(2) although such values might be reﬂected in decision-making, political processes may be too blunt an instrument to represent the role of
social and ecological dynamics in these co-produced beneﬁts of cultural
ES; (3) the ad hoc political process might privilege the interests of those
who are empowered politically, socially, and economically, at the expense
of the interests of the disempowered; (4) the inability to reconcile a
technical ‘black-box’ analysis with deeply-held values might incite
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constituents to reject the analysis, and along with it all the important
research on ecological processes and functional relationships.
We do not intend that ES research should disentangle all possible
service–beneﬁt–value connections and employ a valuation exercise
suited for each. Such reductionism would be impossibly and unnecessarily complicated. Rather, the conceptual mapping of services to beneﬁts to values is helpful for researchers to identify interdependencies
between services, potential double-counting, and broad valuation strategies that can appropriately account for the relevant diversity of values.
What matters most are the following key points: (1) ecosystems
provide a variety of beneﬁts through services, which are subject to management; (2) many services provide several beneﬁts, such that interdependencies between services should be expected and accounted for;
(3) people are likely to have a variety of preferences, principles, and
virtues that pertain to ES, beneﬁts, and their management—and these
values are likely to be complex and diverse across several dimensions
that have ramiﬁcations for valuation.
5.1. Conceptual (ES Typologies and Conceptual Frameworks)
The ‘classes’ of cultural values/beneﬁts/services that have been
grouped together under cultural services (de Groot et al., 2005) are
perhaps best understood as those that do not ﬁt well in other sectors

of ES research. These values and beneﬁts are so divergent from each
other and so overlapping with the values associated with other ‘master’
categories of services (provisioning, regulating, supporting) (MA, 2005)
that we can imagine no clean way to group these services without also
including services that have been considered elsewhere.
Further, most of the cultural values/beneﬁts/services that have been
grouped together as cultural services are best understood not as
services, we argue, but rather as beneﬁts that are produced not only
through cultural services but also provisioning services, etc. For example, inspiration and identity beneﬁts are commonly associated with
ﬁshing—a valued way of life and source of employment—but they are
not fully reﬂected in monetary valuations of market goods associated
with the provision of ﬁsh for harvest. Fishing is inextricably linked to
the realization of ﬁsh harvests, so valuation frameworks are impoverished if they purport to represent the value of the provision of ﬁsh for
harvest without accounting for these crucial but often intangible beneﬁts associated with the process of ﬁshing. The crux: monetary valuation
is problematic or incomplete for a broad suite of ES.
The prevailing economic perspective on ecosystem services is represented in Fig. 2. According to this perspective, the quantiﬁcation of
ecosystem services requires a metric of service provision that is the
product of an ‘ecological production function’ and the input to an ‘economic valuation function’. For any intangible, non-market-mediated
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Fig. 2. The prevailing perspective on the roles of valuation (“economic and cultural models”) and ecosystem services in decision making (A) (redrawn from Daily et al., 2009), and the
same graphic with suggested changes following the nature of values at play and discussion herein (B). Any bubble can be connected to any other bubble, but principal ES research
connections are displayed. Italics and dark ﬁll and line color indicate added/changed text, links, and bubbles. Changes: (1) cultural services are represented as a link without a bubble
(because cultural services generally defy identiﬁcation of a metric representing the service); (2) services produce beneﬁts, not values; (3) beneﬁts can be reﬂected in changes to institutions
or decisions through politics (power and inﬂuence) and various forms of decision-making, or through valuations, which produce valuation outputs that must then be communicated;
(4) values are pervasive and pertain to human preferences, principles, and virtues for and about all bubbles (and all arrows).
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service or beneﬁt (including recreation, subsistence, education and
research, artistic, and ‘ceremonial’ services, and place/heritage, spiritual,
inspiration, held, and identity value) it will be difﬁcult to identify a priori
metrics of service- or beneﬁt provision. E.g., we can measure pollination
as a service in the form of fruit set, and size and quality of fruit (Ricketts
et al., 2004), but what metric could possibly represent the ecosystem
provision of identity value? The problem is not that there can be no
intermediary between ecosystems and the resulting values—there can.
Rather, for beneﬁts not mediated through markets, the characteristics
that constitute the quantity and quality of beneﬁt are not amenable to
generalization and must be discovered on site. In contrast, for marketmediated goods one can appeal to characteristics of the global markets
to identify appropriate metrics of service/beneﬁt provision.
Ecosystems produce beneﬁts through services, and those beneﬁts
matter to people and decision-making in many ways insufﬁciently
represented by monetary valuation. Principles and virtues, for example,
pertain to many aspects of decision-making, in ways too important to
be overlooked or distorted. The current popularity of the concept of
sustainability is a prime example: that we should govern our resources
in a manner that does not compromise “the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs … in particular the essential needs of the
world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given” (World
Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p. 43). Accordingly, sustainability is an idea steeped in principles of intergenerational
equity and basic human needs. For ES research to ignore principles and
virtues at the valuation stage would be to advance a dismembered
concept of value lacking much of what matters to people.
Finally, even though biocentric values are not considered to be measures of beneﬁts for people, it is crucial that ES valuation provide space
for their expression in a manner commensurate with anthropocentric
values. Some argue persuasively that it is unjustiﬁably speciesist for
our duties to non-human organisms to be represented only through
the extent to which people feel better or worse (Singer, 1993).
Moreover, it will often be difﬁcult to elicit from people only the parts
of their values that correspond to their personal satisfaction, without
the parts that stem from the moral commitments underlying or
paralleling that satisfaction.
5.2. Methodological (to Assist Decision-making)
If, following the above, we accept that ecosystem services provide
multiple beneﬁts, valued for a range of reasons, then we must employ
valuation methods that better match the diversity of values in question.
An individual's values can be assessed using individual preference
methods, but group/holistic methods are better assessed using group
or deliberative approaches (e.g., Gregory et al., 1993; Wilson and
Howarth, 2002). Preferences (Lockwood's (1998) lexicographic or
exchange preferences or Sagoff's consumer preferences (1998)) can
be assessed using stated-values approaches (e.g., contingent valuation—
Carson, 2000), but principle- and virtue-based values are better
assessed using inferred-values approaches like choice experiments or
deliberative valuation (e.g., Howarth and Wilson, 2006; Spash, 2007,
2008a). What we term market-mediated values are generally conducive to monetary valuation, whereas non-market-mediated values are
generally not. Bio- or eco-centric values and truly other-oriented values
are excluded from consideration in economic valuation methods but
amenable to consideration through deliberative, ethics-oriented
approaches. Final values can be elicited through direct valuation,
whereas supporting values should be valuated through their contribution to ﬁnal values (Boyd and Banzhaf, 2007). Non-transformative
values present no special problems for valuation approaches, whereas
transformative values cannot be related easily in any metric and require
a richer form of communication (e.g., narration) combined with explicit
consideration of societal goals and what should matter. This paragraph
might seem to suggest a need for many incommensurate forms of valuation, but we can imagine a small set of kinds of valuation methods
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contributing information to a decision-making valuation workshop in
which metrics are accompanied by narration and deliberation.
Ultimately, much of the debate on methods for ES valuation is derivative of a larger debate between dollar metrics as expression of value
and those who assert the necessity of multi-metric approaches (Chee,
2004; EPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Science Advisory
Board), 2009; Fischhoff, 1991; Gatto and De Leo, 2000; Norton and
Noonan, 2007; O'Neill et al., 2007; Satterﬁeld and Kalof, 2005; Spash,
2008b). Further, the question of which metric and how to derive it
can be addressed through individual, expert, or group-deliberative
processes for deriving and assigning value (Keeney and Gregory,
2005). While too comprehensive a topic for full coverage in this
paper, we generally advocate a multi-method and especially multimetric approach. Likely key to this will be ability to either infer weights
or preferences through choice surveys based on paired comparisons
(Chuenpagdee et al., 2001, 2006; Hanley et al., 1998; Naidoo and
Adamowicz, 2005), or the actual construction of metrics through the
use of subjective scaling when necessary (i.e., because no scale for
that value exists) (Gregory et al., 1993). Such scales enable the assigning
of value, ordinal ranking, or numeric tag to what are in large part intangible properties (such as awe in reference to spiritual value). In choice
experiments, we might know that (what we understand as) awe is
more important than another value because the option that emphasizes
protecting that kind of experience is preferred across many choices or
paired comparisons.
In the case of creating a metric for less tangible values using a multimetric ‘constructed’ approach, the goal is best served by ﬂexibility in the
scales used (Keeney and Gregory, 2005). Following Keeney and Gregory
(2005) and expanded for this context in Satterﬁeld et al. (2011), a ‘constructed’ metric is a performance measure—perhaps a score and associated wording—developed to measure community support for a
proposed management practice. If no a priori scale exists to measure
support, an index (e.g., 1–5 or 1–10) might be created, with each rating
denoting a different level of support. Many such constructed scales are
in widespread use in society, e.g., the Apgar score used to track the
health of newborn children. When thoughtfully designed, constructed
indices can greatly facilitate a manager's decisions by deﬁning precisely
the focus of attention and by permitting tradeoffs across different levels
of value and, equally important, rendering those tradeoffs visible
(McShane et al., 2011). Scales translate qualitative information into
quantitative scores, but without losing critical information: behind a
summary rating of “2” can reside narratives, oral testimony, and scientiﬁc information relating to this anticipated level of impact. In general,
scoring methods used to select scales should be accurate, understandable, and at an appropriate level of discrimination.
Several particularly good examples can be found in the work of
Gregory and colleagues, whose work is theoretically grounded in
multi-attribute utility theory but who have advanced subjective scaling,
whereby the language of local constituents is often the basis for
‘constructing’ scales that render otherwise excluded (often intangible)
variables visible and commensurate (Gregory et al., 2011). Constructed
scales or metrics of this kind are used when no suitable measures exist.
An example might be a scale to measure the ES beneﬁt that maintaining
a species used only for local (e.g., indigenous or First Nation-to-First Nation) trading, such as dried edible seaweeds, a coveted food and widely
used for ceremonial purposes across the BC coast (Turner and Loewen,
1998). Impact in the face of harm, may affect provisioning or market
value, but also the cultural value placed on ‘enduring trading relationships’ or ‘ceremonial or cultural’ use. That is, a scale would then be developed for the value of relationships across communities that might
be harmed if trading is not maintained. In a situation such as this, an
index might be created spanning 1–5, with 1 = “complete loss of local
trading partner/relations”, ranging through 5 = “no loss of trading partner/relations”, or similar for effect on ceremonial practices. Such a
constructed index can focus a decision maker's attention on tradeoffs
with other attributes and questions such as “is it worth protecting
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against potential impact on seaweed for x years in order to increase
protection (e.g., of trading relations or networks) from level 2 to level
4 or 5?”.
Some authors have argued that we should not preoccupy ourselves
with eliciting values commensurate with values from welfare economics (Chee, 2004; Gatto and De Leo, 2000). They generally suggest instead
that we should move straight to approaches like multi-criteria decision
making or deliberative democratic approaches (Jacobs, 1997), which
generally do not require value elicitation separate from the determination of a mutually agreeable decision. We prefer not to see ES characterization and deliberative decision-making as an either/or proposition: ES
characterization—with or without valuation—can contribute a clearer
understanding of the many ways in which outcomes that matter to
people are associated with ecological structures and functions; deliberation contributes one powerful forum for weighing various considerations and diverse perspectives. Both have likely side-beneﬁts: e.g.,
valuation and their multi-metric expressions can help raise the prominence of certain under-appreciated beneﬁts; and deliberation can lead
citizens to a better appreciation of positions at apparent odds. Both
also have limitations: ES valuation is impeded by several methodological and philosophical limitations as discussed above; and full realization
of the potential of deliberative decision-making requires a rare set of
circumstances (e.g., a wise, beneﬁcent decision maker; a political context that provides a viable opportunity for decision-making outside
the predominant neoliberal economic framework; all relevant stakeholders possessing a meaningful say at a table where they can communicate their concerns and needs effectively in a political process; etc.).
Despite these limitations, we see a tremendous opportunity for ES characterization and deliberative decision-making to co-produce decisionmaking that reﬂects a richer understanding of the myriad ways that
ecosystem change matters to people. Similar developments in the
health risk literature also offer a case in point from which ES scholars
might draw (Renn, 1999).
A critical point in this context is that the expression of such intangible values can inform decision-making not only through civic-oriented
decision-makers, but also by providing those who are struggling to ﬁnd
their voice with another means to communicate the importance and
nature of their relationships with ecosystems (Chan et al., in review).
Accordingly, researchers might well consider as their audience not
only researchers, managers and policymakers, but also practitioners
and stakeholders.
6. A Research Agenda for Cultural Values and Ecosystem Services
We have argued for an approach to ES research that will involve
broadening beyond the economic framework of early ES research,
with the loss of generality and added ‘messiness’ that might entail.
While a daunting prospect, its upsides might include (i) a turning of
corners away from the erroneous assumption that ES approaches
necessarily or solely involve ‘putting a dollar value on nature,’ (ii) better
inclusion of insights from those who have long studied environmental
values and ethics, and (iii) better ES practices overall. Such a proposal
involves a new research community and program at the nexus of
ecological–economic analysis and the social sciences of decisionmaking, a program dramatically different from the existing ES research
program, although we still see a strong role for economic valuation
within this.
Our proposed new research community must directly confront the
issue of political opportunity. It is no accident that the prevailing ES
research program conforms closely to prevailing political norms: there
is an appetite for economic decision-making frameworks that does
not apply equally to the alternative approaches. Accordingly, bringing
into practice an ES research agenda inclusive of diverse values, and of
economic and other social science approaches, may require that
researchers don their advocate hats—in support not of particular
outcomes, but of just and inclusive processes.

At the heart of this new program is a set of research questions: to
what degree and in what manner can researchers elucidate the diversity of values at play in the minds of stakeholders, pertaining to ecosystems? If a decision-making framework involves having stakeholders
choose between alternative scenarios, under which circumstances will
it be helpful to characterize ES consequences in biophysical terms or,
more prosaically, in terms signifying value? Concurrently, under what
circumstances should consequences be represented in terms commensurate with dollars to facilitate decision-making; under what circumstances should consequences be represented in some other terms, and
how should a decision-making process reconcile these terms (building
upon extant methods in decision analysis)? When transformative
values of a site call for stories to be told in the decision-making process,
how can these critically important narratives and value expressions be
brought forth, and for whom? To the extent that ES decision-making
may require input from group valuation workshops, what are the ramiﬁcations of differences in group composition, and how should groups
be chosen for participation? Addressing each of these research frontiers
will require collaborations involving a diverse range of natural and
social scientists, practitioners, policy makers, and other stakeholders.
We hope that this paper will start a conversation about how to do so
most appropriately.
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